Experiment 3

Engagement
Over three decades, the U.S. Army has undergone many changes. Various international and domestic circumstances have greatly impacted both the level of troop deployment and the cost of operation.

As new wars continued, both troop levels and costs grew rapidly.

Despite a continued decrease in troops levels, the budget plateaued.

Following a decrease in troop levels, costs briefly spiked.
Over three decades, the U.S. Army has undergone many changes. Various international and domestic circumstances have greatly impacted both the level of troop deployment and the cost of operation.

Following a decrease in troop levels, costs briefly spiked. Despite a continued decrease in troops levels, the budget plateaued. As new wars continued, both troop levels and costs grew rapidly.
Throughout the past 60 years, there have been many changes in the amount of vehicle travel in the United States. A wide range of safety improvements have also been developed during this time.

- As big engines and highways become more common, speed and deaths increase.
- The oil crisis results in less driving and emptier roads, which reduced fatalities.
- People drove more, but the introduction of seatbelts prevented additional deaths.
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Mentions of China and Japan in the news have varied dramatically over the past few decades as both countries have gone through dramatic political and economic changes.

Japan’s economy grew dramatically making it into a top mover of the world’s markets.

The growth of China and its economy made it a dominant force in the world.

Political disarray in China had disastrous effects on its economy.
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The price of gold and the performance of the market have varied widely over the past few decades. Domestic and international events as well as gold mining advances have impacted both rates.

As the market crashed, the price of gold grew substantially.

An improving economy grew the market and stalled the price of gold.

With a stalled market, gold was seen as a better investment.
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The political landscape in the United States Senate has varied dramatically in recent decades. The ideological agreement between members of opposing parties has shrunk, while the number of bills passed.

- Large economic growth and new technology fueled much cooperative legislation.
- As the counterculture of the 60s grew, the ideological agreement decreased.
- 9/11 temporarily improved agreeability but had little impact on passing bills.
The political landscape in the United States Senate has varied dramatically in recent decades. The ideological agreement between members of opposing parties has shrunk, while the number of bills passed increased. Large economic growth and new technology fueled much cooperative legislation. As the counterculture of the 60s grew, the ideological agreement decreased. 9/11 temporarily improved agreeability but had little impact on passing bills.
American English has gone through a variety of changes over time. One way of exploring those changes by looking at the relative use two similar words over time: sofa and couch.

As new furniture purchases stagnated, “Sofa” regions were less affected.

Economic growth after the civil war resulted in more purchases of new furniture.

A strong cultural shift made the use of “couch” much less popular.
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